Sage Vantage

About Sage Vantage

SAGE Vantage is an intuitive digital platform that blends trusted SAGE content with auto-graded assignments, all carefully designed to ignite student engagement and drive critical thinking. Built with you and your students in mind, it offers easy course set-up and enables students to better prepare for class. With evidence-based instructional design at the core, SAGE Vantage creates more time for engaged learning and empowered teaching.

Learn More!

About the Blackboard Integration

SAGE Vantage integration delivers streamlined access to everything your students need for the course in Blackboard with a single sign-on. Instructors can use this integration to provide direct links to SAGE for their students and can transfer student grades into the Blackboard Grade Center.

Features:

- **Single Sign-on**: With single sign-on from Blackboard, students are ready on their first day.
- **Grade Sync**: Transfer grades with ease from Sage Vantage products to Blackboard Grade Center.
- **Content Linking**: Link to Sage Vantage product and content areas from within your Blackboard course.

Support Resources:

Instructor and Student Technical Support

Instructor Tutorial Videos

Instructor Training and Support

- [imsupport@sagepub.com](mailto:imsupport@sagepub.com)
- (805) 410-7080

Need more help? Contact the ITS Service Desk.